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ONE-D Y / ONE-TRIAL 

JURY SYSTEM 
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DEFINITION 

WAYNE COUNTY COURTS ONE-DAY/ONE-TRIAL JURY SYSTEM 

A. Jurors complete their obligation when the trial to which they 
have been sworn has concluded. This is true regardless of length 
of the trial (e. g., 10 ~lnutes or 10 days) or the manner in which 
the case is disposed (e. g., the jury comes to a decision, the case 
is settled out of court, or a mistrial is declared). Such jurors do 
not return to the jury pool. 

B. Challenged jurors return to the pool and are subject to voir dire 
in other cases for the. remainder of the day. 

C. Jurors remaining unseated and unchallenged at voir dire are 
normally excused at the end of the day. Under extraordinary 
circumstances they may be held over for continuation of voir 
dire. For example: 

1. A sensitive case that rf.f!' ',res lengthy general voir dire ques
tioning and where this' ,ould be doubtly time-consuming to 
repeat these group in~ c rogatories the next day. 

2. When it is learned that there will be a heavy demand for jurors 
on the next day and the supply may faU short. 
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'([be Q[irruit Q[ourt 

for tl)e ~I)irb 31ubicifil ~ircuit of Jilicl)igan 
1201 CITY·COUNTY BUILDING 
DETRorr, MICHIGAN 48226 

June 3D, 1976 

Mr. Richard W. Velde 
Administrator 
United States Department of Justice 
Law Enforcement AssIst~nce Administration 
Washington, D. C. 20531 

Oear Mr. Velde: 

MEA CODE 313 

TELEPHONE 224·5190 

On behalf of the Courts of Wayne County, Michigan, 
I want to convey our most sincere appreciation for the grant 
in the amount of $227,696 awarded to us by the LEAA in order 
to Investigate the feaslbi I Ity of the One-Day/One-Trial Jury 
System. 

As you wi II note from the accompanying Case Study, 
our project was highly successful and, upon conclusion of a 
six-month pilot test, this new jury terr.. was formally adopted 
by our court on April 26, 1976. Also, t"") Michigan Legisla
ture Is considering substantial changes in the statutes re
garding jury service which will Include the adoption of the 
One-Day/One-Trial concept for the entire state of Michigan. 

In view of our experience, we would strongly urge 
consideratIon of this method by other courts. Our experlance 
would Indicate that any Jurisdiction would benefit from this 
type of program. We offer our cooperation to any court so that 
It can take advantage of our efforts and bring even addi+ional 
benefits from your investment. 

caj 
N. Canham 
Judge 
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CHAPTER I 

PROJECT ORGANIZATION 

The One-Day/One-Trial Jury Reorganization Plan in the Wayne 
County, Michigan courts was a pilot study and therefore had to be 
structured to operate within the parameters of existing statutory re
gulations; pursuit of court rule changes or legislative amendments 
would depend upon final evaluation. 

Reorganization of the jury system was a major undertaking and 
included all facets involved in juror selection and usage processes. 
It was hoped that results of the study, if positive, might serve to set 
standards and procedures for effecting cost savings and caseflow 
efficiency which could be helpful to other jurisdictions locally and 
beyond Michigan. . 

Although tha One-Day/One-Trial concept was pioneered by offi
cials in Harris County (Houston), Texas,* their plan was not neces
sarily designed as a model,nor did they have special funding to 
publish the detailed e" .. planatory material desirable if others were to 
copy their format. However, the Ranis County ClerIc and judges 
there did generously provide extensive and invaluable information 
and counsel. 

To a degree, then, the Wayne County project was "plowing new 
ground." Only with outside funding, which was obtained from the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, was it possible to in
clude such additions as the development o,f an audio-visual pre
sentation for juror orientation, as well as to incorporate a com
prehensive analysis of juror attitudes based on a sample of thou
sands of jurors. 

Further, the underwriting made possible the publication of this 
Case Study, a Sequential Plan of Implementation, and an inclusive 
systems manual. These efforts, hopefully, will allow other juris
dictions to institute a similar revision without being dependent on 
obtaining grant monies, since the underlying purpose of the Wayne 
County project was to share its experience nationally. In particular, 
the costly computer programming has been thoroughly documented 
and can readily be adopted or modified by the Data Processing 
Department in other courts. 

It should be recognized that J. major data processing system re
quires six to twelve months to implement and refine. During this 
"debugging" period, however, the occasional flaws in no way 
diminish the overall effectiveness and benefits. 

Automation has manifold value for a court system. The comput· 
er not only prints, addresses and issues great volumes of forms and 
records, but it also insures accuracy, reduces clerical time to a 

"The One-Day/One-Trial format in Harris County differs from Wayne mainly in that it 
does not employ a reusable jury pool; once jurors are challenged, they are dismissed from 

service. 
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fraction and facilitates record maintenance and documentation for 
important reports. It makes possible the compilation of significant 
data and statistics which are essential for efficient jury management 
planning. 

The grant application to the Michigan Office of Criminal Justice 
Programs for the LEAA funding had specified that the study would 
test the feasibility of more limited jury service. The goals were to 
increase citizen participation and to diversify the cross section of 
jurors by alleviating the personal disruption and economic hardship 
imposed by the inflexible 30-day period of service. 

By reducing the number of requests for excuse and involving 
more citizens, the burdens and benefits of jury service would be 
more equitably allocated, thus supporting the ideal of participatory 
government by all segments of society in the community. 

A major aim and' expectation was that the brief duty require
ment would improve juror attitude and also eliminate the "profes
sional juror" syndrome. 

At the conclusion of the pilot period, the consensus was that 
every objective had been achieved. 

Under the One-day/One-Trial system, 9,975 citizens have been 
involved as jurors for the six months as compared to 1,348 citizens 
for the same period of the previous year - a seven-fold increase. 
The number of excuses requested decreased significantly (only 1.3% 
excused under the new system). Accordingly, all indication!, are that 
the venire reflects a more representative cross section of the com-
munity. .~ 

The shorter term has eliminated not only the inconvenience but 
also the frustration and tedium experienced when jurors reported 
daily and felt they were called needlessly or were under-utilized. The 
results of the Juror Attitudinal Survey (administered by an outside 
contractor) indicate an overwhelming approval of the One-Day/ 
One-Trial term by participating jurors. Members of the Bench have 
commented that jurors are more alert and conscientious and that 
they do seem to represent a good balance of ",e social and economic 
population of the county, 

In the matter of jury expense (past fiscal year budget $785,000), 
the court has realized an effecti.ve cost savings of $145,673 ($26,955 
actual reduction in juror payroll plus projected savings of $60,088 
resulting from 102 more jury trials heard with 1290 fewer jurors 
during a comparable period in the prior year. The total was an
nualized and then a deduction was made of $28,413 for added costs 
of the system). 

In addition to providing the Wayne courts with a comprehensive 
plan for maximum juror utilization, it was hoped that the jury re
organization study would provide quantitative and qualitative juror 
input which could be used in conjunction with future data to gauge 
trends and yield useful solutions to court problems through improved 
forecasting of jurors required. 
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Because of the interdependence and multitUde operations in
volved in the management of the jury system, it was important to 
maintain close internal communications within the various courts 
and supporting offices. During the early stages, weekly meetings of 
the "Action Group" were held to incorporate. changes and to co
ordinate tasks of all departments. A table and chart of procedures 
a.nd responsibilities were distributed to every staff member and 
office relating to juror selection and utilization. 

The Sequential Plan of Implementation provided a step-by-step 
explanation of the new system. It included a description of selection 
and summoning ?rocesses, the orientation of jurors, payroll pro
cedures, and prediction of jurors needed. This document, with its 
appended exhibits of forms, juror orientation script, and radio and 
television public service announcement spots, can serve as an ex
tremely helpful guide to any court contemplating change to the One
Day/One-Trial system. With modification much of it can be used in 
entirety. 

A concentrated radio and TV public service campaign was con
ducted, prior to inauguration of the new jury plan, to educate .the 
public to the changes in jury duty and to insure citizen cooperatIOn. 
While the words "One-Day/One-Trial" formed an effective phrase, 
there was some concern that the duration of one trial might be 
equated with one day. The pUblicity, therefore, stTl;)ssed that a trial 
in Wayne County averaged three to four days. 

The media responded with great interest to the new jury system 
and continued their articles and announcements throughout the pilot 
period. As a result of the extensive press coverage, some of which 
was picked up by national publications, the Wayne County program 
caught the attention of court systems throughout the U. S. and has 
led to numerous requests for information. 

A collateral benefit locally of the widespread pUblicity for the 
jury reorganization has been the increase in the public's general 
awareness of the importance of the citizen juror in the judicial pro
cess and of the county's efforts to improve the efficiency of the 
courts. 

The program was designed to provide for the phasing out .of ~he 
project staff hired specifically for the grant. so that any contmumg 
duties could be assumed by permanent employees. Consideration 
was given also to the possibility of non-adoption of the plan, follow
ing termination of the six month pilot period, so that any necessary 
modifications of new features or reversal of procedures would be 
minimal. 

While Michigan statutes vest prime con~rol of the j.urors in. the 
courts other county units are integrally mvolved WIth the Jury 
proce;s. Certain functions, if not defined by code, have become 
policy through usage or custom. In Wayne County: 

1. The County Sheriff summons jurors. 
2. County Auditors prepare the checks for juror payment and the 

County Treasurer issues the checks. 
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3. Within the court structure: 

a. Policy is vested in the Chief Judge and is executed 
through the Court Administrator's office. 

b. At the trial stage, the trial judge has consider'lble authority 
as to the jurors in his court. 

c. The Jury Commission is responsible for jury qualification. 

A great deal of money was expended on th\~ design, development, 
study and analysis of the Wayne pilot program, which was projected 
to serve as a model and guide. It was a concentrated, targeted effort 
to solve juror selection and management problems of concern 
nation-wide. 

All of the expectations for the One-Day/One-Trial system have 
been met and have contributed to its major aim, the successful in
volvement and accommodation of a tn'e cross section of unpre
cedented numbers of citizens fulfilling their privilege and duty in 
service as a juror. 

CltAPTER II 

JUDICIAL ROLE 

Much has been wriaen pertaining to the role that the judges play 
in their relation to the jurors. Many basics rema:in the same regard
less of the length of jury term. This Case Study has discovered 
nothing that would diminish nor further emphasize the tremendous 
influence that the judge has on the panel selection.* 

Not unexpectedly, the pilot study did reveal some initial qualms 
of the judges when they were requested to alter past styles and ap
proaches. In connection with the change to a. new jury tenn, certain 
adjustments were desired in order to improve the efficiency of jury 
management. Because of the Bench's objectivity, any hesitancy was 
quickly sublimated in the spirit of cooperation. Without a firm com
mitment from the jurists for support any major court function would 
face extreme difficulties. 

THE TRIAL JUDGE 

Under the One-Day/One-Trial plan a significant duty has 
transferred to the trial judge and that is to discuss matters at 
voir dire which were previously mentioned at a special orientation. 
Formerly, this session was held a week before the jurors began their 
service, and one judge addressed the entire group at some length 
and could refer to such legal concepts as "burden of proof" or 
"weight of evidence." While this talk may'have ~aved some time 
at the individual -voir dire, it was quite genecal in nature and en
compassed both civil and criminal t:ials: No~ the daily ind?ctrina
tion meeting is short and deals pnmanly WIth general tnal p:-o
cedures, courtroom situations, courtroom personnel and mechamcs 
(pay, proprieties, parking). At voir dire the ~!al judg.e then has 
the opportunity in his explanations to deal speCIfically WIth the type 
of case to be heard. The advantage, of course, is much less confusion 
for the citizen, who is presumed not familiar with the law. In es~ence 
the iurors can be better prepared for their role though the Judge 
may be required to spend more time in orienting a panel prior to 
selection. 

Results from the pilot program were positive and the judges 
found their new obligation preferable as they could tailor their re
marks to the particular circumstances at hand. CO.ncern about the 
additional time requirement was offset by the benefits that accrued. 

In the past, the number of jurors sent to each voir ~ire. was 
arbitrarily determined by the individual judge. Usually thiS flgur~ 
had a bui'tt-in safety factor which insured that there would be suffI
cient jurors after all challenges had been exhausted. Under the new 

"In Wayne County the judge conducts the voir dire and counsel ask any questions thro~gh 
the bench. Each party is permitted a certain number of peremptory challenges depending 

upon the type of case. 
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system, panel sizes were standf tdized at 15 a reduction from 30 
u.~ed in the past. Fm:ther, the number of juror~ or panels sent to voir 
~bre wa~ predeternuned according to the type of case (civil, crim
mal,capital) and the number of parties litigant. This decision we~ghed 
the consequences of an occasional necessity to repeat the intro
ductory statements at voir dire in contrast to the benefits from need 
for fewer jurors. The size of each category, based on past eX'Perience 
covering th'~ vast majority, but not every situation was then record-
ed in chari. form. ' 

In some rare instances, the judges ordered in excess of the 
formula and, because this was a pilot program and everyone could 
learn from further study, their wishes were recognized. The facts 
subsequently showed that the original chart numbers were adequate 
and even that further experimentation would be in order. Accord
ingly, the panel size has now been reduced to 14 and this grouping or 
multiples thereof are . sent to the courtroom. Any concerns of the 
judges regarding voir dire panel size apparently have been satisfied 
by the proof evidenced during the evaluation period. 

Inasmuch as there is a greater awareness of juror efficiency 
under the One-Day/One-Trial method, the availability of jurors takes 
on added importance. Again, ilie trial judge is particularly in
strumental in effecting this objective. 

It was emphasized that panels should not be requested for the 
courtroom until actually needed. In the past, there was an inclination 
t('1 order a panel early to make sure jurors were reserved before 
other courts depleted the pool. Since greater numbers of jurors 
woul~ be ava!lab!e each day during the 30-day term, supposedly it 
was Immatenal If some waited in the hallway rather than in the 
Assembly Room. 

.. N0Y" with requirements being planned on a daily basis, stream
lmmg IS sought and a recycling of pool jurors is assumed. It is re
cognized that there occasionally may be gc'od reason to call for a 
panel even when preliminary matters have not been determined. 
Such action demonstrates that the court is ready to try the case and 
often this stimulates counsel into a settlement that previously was 
delayed by cat~and-mouse tactics. The appearance of jurors is credit
ed with inspiring the parties to consider a more realistic position. 
Mar:Y: times, however, the same general effect can be obtained by 
adVISIng the attorneys that, unless they arrive at immediate agree
ment, the deputy sheriff will be instructed to escort the panel to the 
courtroom. 

. Because estimation of jury needs under the new system was 
qUIte accurate, adequate numbers were provided and there was sel
dom a shortage or delay; the Bench, therefore, became acclimated 
to making timely requests. Not only did this result in greater effi
cien?y but it also pleas\:d the jurors who, almost always, preferred 
to SIt on a case rather than being idle waiting to be used. This 
further removed the frustation of jurors beine; rushed to a courtroom 
and then having to stand in the hall for lengthy periods without any
one bothering to explain the cause for the delay. 
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Another factor contributing to increased juror utilization was the 
immediate return to the jury pool of jurors excused at voir dire. This 
approach was accepted readily and posed no p::oblems. Fo~me:ly 
the challenged jurors were held until the concluslOn of the VOlr dire 
and then returned en masse to the pnol. The -reasoning for this pro~ 
cedure was to keep them from cont~minating the other pool jurors 
if that case lacked sufficient jurors to complete the panel and more 
would have to be sent for examination. However, by sending a pre
determined number of panelists, according to thCi! type of cas~, .the 
occasions when the panel could not· be selected from the ongInal 
group have been extremely rare. Of course, all jurors were caution
ed at orientation not to discuss any cases among themselves. 

While a deviation from the regular practices could always be 
rationalized in a particular circumstance, the system was designed 
to accommodate 95% of the situations. A uniform approach was 
most important as occasional exceptions, when cumulated, could 
disrupt the overall system. 

THE PRESIDING JUDGE 

As vital as the trial judge is in juror management, the Presiding 
lor Chief Judge has the added responsibilities of supervising juror 
(>election as well as direction of the overall jury program. 

A basic element of the One~Day/One-Trial jury is that the short
ened term would virtually eliminate personal inconveniences caused 
by jury service. Therefore, it is imperative that the Presider seldom 
grant excuses from jury duty except for 1;lealth reasons or some 
highly unusual situation. Experience has shown that the great 
majority of requests can be solved by allowing a postponement to a 
more convenient date. 

It follows, then, that the PresideI' shou~d authorize a readily
granted deferment policy that may be implemented by any of the 
personnel working with the jurors. In essence, as long as requests do 
not exceed a reasonable period, usually six months, deferme~ts 
should be permitted regardless of cause. This .accommo~atlon 
feature, so easily adaptable to the On,~-Day/One-Tnal term, IS one 
of the reasons for the widespread acceptance of the new system. 

Recognizing that any change in the status quo may upset some 
vested interests, be they appointees, employ~~s or att~rneys, be
cause they "have always done things that way, the PreSIde; has to 
back the project through these early challenges or else It could 
easily bE' delayed or derailed. His conviction must also b~ apparent 
as the spokesman for the Bench as he is .tl:.te ,Person most llkely to be 
queried by the media and by legal orgamzatIons. 
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CHAPTER III 

SELECTION AND MANAGEMENT 

By i~s very n~ture, the One-Day/One-Trial Jury System involved 
such an Increase In the number of jurors that selection and manage
~ent were p.ossible only with the aid of a computer. The successful 
Impl.ementatlOn of ~he system required conversion from manual pro~ 
cessmg to electrOnIc data processing to handle the added volume. 

· Initially, .the entire voter registration list, supplied by all muni
CIpal clerks I? the coun~y, was converted to computer tapes and it 
became pOSSIble to raIse the number of petit jurors from an 
am:ual usage of 2,8~O t? ?ver 24,000. Once completed, the yearly up
d~tlI:g costs for mruntammg voter lists are comparatively small and 
wIthm the regular jury operating budget. 

· In the pa~t, citizens were mailed a Notice to Appear for an inter
VIew and to fIll out the Personal History Questionnaire which must 
be completed by aU p~ospective ~urors, as specified' in Michigan 
Court Rules. The labellm,g, starn mg and stuffing operations were 
pet!0rmed manually by the Jur,i Commission staff and the County 
Mall Room. 

U~der .the. One-Day/One-Trial system, the Personal History 
Q~estlOnnaIre IS printed on continuous-form. It is packaged along 
WIt~ an ~nvelope, a cover letter and a return envelope and bulk
maIled dIrectly to the prospective juror, as selected by the statutory 
key-number method. 

· The r~tul11ed quest!onnaires are classified by the Jury Commis
SIon staff mto four baSIC categories! qualified and accepted jurors 
stat,:tory or claimed exemptions, requests for eX,"'lSe from jury 
se':"'lCe, ,and post offi~e '. non-deli,:,erables. Pre-screened question
nru~es a~e then ,~ubmlttet;l to the Commissioners for review and 
actIon prIOr to bemg entered in th'e automated information system. 

Gep~mtlly, persons required fo come infor an interview are those 
requestmg an .excus~ from jury'duty. They report on a ,scheduled 
date and are Intervlewed by a Jury Commissioner who then re
,commends to the Presiding Judge either acceptance 'or rejection of 
the ~equest. 

Automation. has resulted in considerable time saving in fue 
~rawm,~ of th: Second Jury' List (i. e., accep~ed jurors - the 

, Jura! ). A prmt-out ha.s replaced individual typing of names for 
the mmutefl of the drawmg, and the drawing has changed from a 
manu~l method to a computerized random selection. The time of 
se!ectl0n has been i"educed from two hours (for 200 names) to fifteen 
mmutes (for 3,200 names). 
, ~or the jury reorganization, a revised Summons was printed on 

contmuous-form (for computer mailing) and packaged along with an 
envelope, an envelope tear-sheet which is used as the Sheriff's re-
turn, and "Instructions for Jurors." ' 
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The "Instructions" cover topics that formerly were mentioned 
at the monthly orientation sessions, e. g., where to report, parking 
availability, pay procedure, proper attire, etc. These subjects refer 
to the mechanics of jury service, not to legal or courtroom pro-
cedures. 

On the day of the Jurat drawing, the summons package is ad
dressed by computer, eliminating the individual date-stamping, stuff
ing and sealing routine of the one-month jury term. The summons 
are mailed on a daily basis, approximately two weeks prior to 
service. Tear-/iheets are filed in date sequence and used by the 
Commission staff to process change in juror status. 

When jurors report, their summons are taken from them and 
used for courtroom drawings as well as to verify attendance and 
facilitate paychecks. 

A major advantage of the One-Day/One-Trial system is that it 
allows for a variable call (i. e., different number) of jurors each day, 
rather than a constant number each month as in the former system. 
Daily juror usage needs are determined primar.ily from past ex
perience. During the pilot project an analysis was also made of the 
number and length of civil (six-person juries) and criminal (12-per-
son) trials of previous months. 

To capitalize on the benefits of the variable call without creating 
a shortage of jurors, "phone stand-by" jurors are designated. They 
are directed on their summons to telephone on the evening prior to 
their service date, at which time they are advised by recorded mess
age which of them, if any, should report. 

The decision, to have these jurors report for service depends 
upon last-minute verification from the Assignment Clerk of cases 
ready for trial. Use of the phone stand-bys provides flexibility and 
greater juror usage as well as monetary savings, since stand-by 
jurors are not paid unless they actually serve. 

As part of the jury reorganization, jury "boxes" were reduced 
from 30 to 15 jurors to provide greate.r adaptability. Fifteen proved 
to be sufficient for a voir dire panel for' most civil trials. Criminal 
trials and C8!::es with multiple defendants can utilize two or more 
panels. A significant juror availability was ~ained "when these ad
ditional needed panels could be obtained by increments of 15. For 
example, in a trial requiring 45 jurors, three panels of 15 can noW be 
used, whereas under the old system 6o. (two panels of 30) would have 
had to be sent. 

When jurors are sent to a courtroom and are challenged at voir, 
dire, they return immediately to the jury pool rather than wait for 
the completion of voir dire. The jurors are then placed into anew, 
regrouped panel for further courtroom call, after the original panels 
are used. 

This procedure, along with the reduced panel size ~llows for 
quicker recycling of jurors and means less waiting time for them. As 
may be noted in the following chapter on "Juror Attitudes," the time 
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sitting in the jury pool is one of the irritants often commented on by 
the jurors. 

On Friday of each week an alphabetical print-out is processed, 
listing all new jurors expected on each day of the following week, 
including designated phone stand-bys. Copies of this print-out, whi~h 
also includes jurors' and spouses' occupation, serve as the panel ~lSt 
for use by the judge and attorneys. This replaces the monthly prmt~ 
ed Panel List. 

Jurors report to the Jury Assembly Area where they are checked 
in and are given an information sheet and stick-on badge and are 
assigned a panel number and grouped for trial selection. 

The conversion from a metal pin-on badge was made when the 
One-Day/One-Trial plan was implemented, primarily so that the 
badges would not have to be collected at the end of the day or a trial, 
and jurors could. thus avoid having to return from the distant court
room locations simply to turn in the badge. The paper stick-on 
badges are less costly to purcha~e and replace and can be retained 
as a souvenir by the jurors. 

At 8:30 a.m. each day a half-hour orientation is given to new 
jurors in the Jury Assembly Area. The program features a 16-
minute, dual-slide program, with narration, which was specifically 
produced for the court and answers conceptual questions of a juror's 
duties and responsibilitie:; and describes the procedures of the 
Wayne County courts. The Jury Clerk follows with a ten-minute 
familiarization talk on facilities and behavior rules and answers 
questions asked by the assembled jurors. 

This orientation replaces the monthly indoctrination which used 
to be held for jurors on the Monday afternoon preceding their 30-day 
term. That session lasted about three hours and jurors received a 
half-day's pay for attending. This expenditure has now been 
eliminated. 

To avoid assembly. and movement problems, the Jury Room 
was rearranged and slightly remodeled for use as both the check-in 
and orientation room. A raised rostrum was constructed and a movie 
screen was hung for presentation of the audio-visual portion of the 
juror orientation. 

Jurors are paid weekly by check and a specially designed stub 
serves as verification of service for employers requiring precise 
dates and pay information. 

Computer Operations obtain the necessary payroll information 
from the Jury Usage Report. which is completed daily by each clerk 
in a courtroom having a jury trial in progress or just concluded. 

In addition to its function in the payroll process, the Jury Usage 
Report is an invaluable aid in capturing important caseflow data 
such as length of voir dire, number of jury cases in each court, aver~ 
age length of jury trials, etc. This information is useful for compila
tion of the court's comprehensive statistics. which is essential for 
effective jury management. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A COMPARISON OF THE ATTITUDINAL AND 

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 

30.DA Y AND ONE·DAY lONE TRIAL JURORS 

NOTE: 

by 

Dr. Patrick C. Easto, Ph. D. 
Court Sociologist 

and 

Associate Professor of Sociology 

Eastern Michigan University 

TIns J1try Reorganization Grant iJrovided ior t~e services ~f an itl

dependent contractor qttalified to tmalyze attit1uics of 1urors, ~nd, msofar as 
jlossible, to compare reactions of those jurors 1Vl~o served d1trmg the former 
O/le~11t01lth term with those who tllere called dtmng the neIll One-Day/Oue-

Trial perrod. 
Because of his past involvement with jttry stmlies and his background i~ 

.;tatistical analyshi, Profcssor Patrick C. Easto was retained to com/ttct tl:J1s 
attitudinal research. 

The response from jurors e;'(ceeded most expectations - evett to a11SWe1~ 
irlg a comjJrehfJ11sive fottr-page survey form. This allowed .Dr. Easto t~ ,go 
beyond subjective inqttiries and to obtain factual demographIc aat(1 jlertat~mg 
to venire composition. Overall the returns apf!roximated 55%, an excepttollal 
response. With over 5500 replies this effort, propelled by Dr. ~asto's pers~1Zal 
htterest and C11th1lsiam, constit1ttes possibly one of the 1n{)st SIzable samplmgs 
tt11dertaken in this field. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. !he effect of jury service is to increase positive attitudes about 
JUry duty. 

2. Juror.s single out Judicial or Court procedures as the most im
preSSIve aspect of their service. 

3. JUrors are disappointed about sitting and waiting' and the 
c~ange to one-day service seems to have heightened this concern 
SInce the One-Day/One-Trial system emphasizes time savings. 

4. Jur~rs ,!ind the caliber of justice in Wayne County "Fair or Im
partial or "Impressive or Excellent." 

5. The vast majority of One-Day/One-Trial jurors perceived the 
new term of service as "About Right." 

6. When ~ske~ what'length of service they would prefer, One-Day/ 
One-!,nal Jur~rs overwhe~mingly choose One-Day/One-Trial 
servIce over thIrty-day servIce. 

7. 75.5% of One-Day/One-Trial jurors said they were either "Ex
cellently" or "Well Prepared" by Court Officials for jury service. 

S. When asked h.ow well the dual-slide presentation had prepared 
them for servIce, 69.6% of One-Day/One-Trial jurors said "Ex
cellently" or "Very Well." 

9. Ir: terms of the sex ratio for Wayne County jurors, males are 
shghtly und.errepresented under both the 30-day and the One
Day/One-Tnal plans. 

10. Initiati?n of the One-Day/One-Trial system has resulted in the 
educatlOnallevel.statistics changing in the direction of becoming 
more representative of Wayne County. 

11. One-D~y/One-Trial jurors, in contrast to those serving for thirty 
da:s:s, mclud~ more executives, managers and professionals, 
whII: becommg more representative of Wayne County in terms 
of mIddle level occupations like the clerical and sales group and 
craftsmen/foremen. 

12 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter of the Case Study focusses upon the attitudinal and 
demographic characteristics of former jurors serving under both the 
30-day and One-Day/One-Trial jury service plans in Wayne County 
Circuit Court, Detroit, Michigan. It consists of three sections. 

Section one will describe the methods employed in the study. 
Longitudinal studies of this kind often become complex in terms of 
changes in the data collection process, and as we will soon learn, 
this one is no exception. 

Section two is data analysis. Here we begin with a summary of 
juror attitudes relative to their service. In some cases the in
formation dates to 1972. This section closes with an ~.nalysis of the 
effect that changing to the One-Day/One-Trial plan has had upon the 
extent to which jurors represent a cross section of the Wayne County 
citizenry. 

The final section affords an opportunity to summarize the report 
as well as to conjecture whether the change in jury service plans 
has been beneficial from the perspective of those who are summond 
to service. Here we will try to place our findings, as well as the study 
itself, into the context of jury studies in general. With this brief out
line in hand, we now turn to our first section. 

METHODS 

Beginning in January, 1972 court officials began collecting data 
on jurors in the form of a simple exit questionnaire. The writer be
came associated as a result of the pilot project involving a change to 
One-Day/One-Trial service and soon redesigned the questionnaire. In 
fact, altogether we have changed the data collection instrument five 
times. However, for this report we have decided to use information 
from all five surveys in an attempt to develop the largest data-bank 
possible. As a result of this decision, our analysis will be based on 
5,519 juror surveys dating backward to January, 1972. 

The data from juror surveys were coded, punched onto data pro
cessing cards, entered on data retrieval tapes and analyzed at East
ern Michigan University. The changes in the survey noted above 
complicated this process but can be summarized simply. In some 
cases, we retained the same attitude indicator over all forms of the 
survey. In others, we improved the response categories, and in still 
others, we added completely new indicators as we planned for the 
initiation of the One-Day/One-Trial pilot project. As a result, we will 
treat responses to the various forms of the survey as subsamples of 
the total 5,519. Since each subsample represents a different time 
period and also varies in terms of size, it seems appropriate to begin 
our analysis with a description of the subsamples in terms of these 
two basic characteristics, 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

The subsamples. Our first table shows the size of each 
subsample resulting from changes made in the juror survey, as 
well as the time periods during which the data comprising each 
subs ample were collected. The important thing to bear in mind 

Subsample 
number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Totals 

TABLE 1 

THE SIX SUBSAMPLES 

Size of 
subs ample Time period 

2363 January, 1972 - August, 1973 
'1967 September, 1973 - March, 1975 

210 April, 1975 - May, 1975 
219 June, 1975 - July, 1975 
214 August, 1975 - Sept. 18, 1975 
546 September 22, 1975 - January, 1976 

5519 

about Table 1 is that subsamples 1-5 will represent the responses of 
jurors serving for 30 days, whereas subsample 6 consists of jurors 
who have served under the One-Day/One-Trial pilot project. In line 
with the purpose of this report, we will be most interested in looking 
for changes in either attitudes or juror demographics occuring bet
ween subsamples 1-5 versus subsample 6. At the same time, how
ever, we will have an opportunity to observe any fluctuations occur
ing between any of the subsamples representing those jurors who 
were called for 3D-day service. In short, we are beginning what will 
prove to be a rather complete picture of not only those fluctuations 
in attitude and demographics that occured when service was 30 days 
in length, but also any changes that resulted with the initiation of the 
One-Day/One-Trial service. 1 With an understanding of the method
ology of the study in hand, let us now begin our examination of the 
data. 

The attitude indicators. Some five attitude indicators remained 
the same over the four year time period represented by the 6 sub
samples. They are: 

14 

(1) reactions of jurors when first summoned to service 

(2) reactions of jurors were they to be called again 

(3) what impressed jurors most about jury service 

(4) what disappointed jurors about service 

1. The technical re2der will recognize this study design 2S "experimental 2S own control 

group design." 

(5) what jurors generally think about the quality of 
justice in Wayne County Circuit Court 

Our attitudinal analysis begins by presenting the five tables re
flecting juror responses to these indicators. Within the body of each 
table we have separated responses by subs ample number so that 30-
day juror responses may be contrasted to those of jurors serving 
under the pilot project. 

Table 2 summarizes the first reactions of jurors called to 
service. Between subsamples 1-2 and 3-6 the categories of response 
were changed, as the body of the table reveals. However, these small 
changes have had no effect upon our assessment of juror attitudes. 
Here we see that, generally speaking, over the last four years a 
majority of Wayne County citizens report their first reactions as 
either "honored" or "pleased." We should also note that for sub
stantial minorities in subsample 2, first reactions are "reluctant" or 
"displeased." But, Table 2 clearly shows that among the One-Day/ 
One-Trial subsampJe (number 6) there is a decided increase in the 
"pleased" category to 46.8%. 

Table 3 shows that after serving, a majority of all subsamples 
report that their reaction to a second summons would be either 
"honored," "very pleased" or "pleased." What is more, the pro
portions comprising these very positive majorities in 5 of 6 sub
samples have increased. Most importantly, we see that 63.4~~ of the 
One-Day/One-Trial jurors report they would be either "pleased" or 
"very pleased" at a second summons. Note that the sizable minori
ties indicating "reluctant" or "displeased" ip Table 2 have dis
appeared. In. summary, we have seen an increase in reported 
positive attitUdes between Tables 2 and 3, and may conclude that the 
effect of service is to strongly improve positive attitudes about 
serving. This is especially true of jurors serving One-Day/One-Trial. 

The third and fourth attitude indicators that remained the same 
over the four-year, six-subs ample period have to do with what most 
impressed and disappointed jurors during their service. Since these 
indicators are of the open-ended variety, our analytic strategy in
volved first reading a large number of surveys and deciding upon a 
set of general categories into which actual juror responses might be 
classified. Thus, before we examine the data, it will prove instructive 
to elaborate on each of the categories for responses to these two in
dicators. 

Concerning the indicator measuring what most impressed jurors 
during their service, we placed all responses like "I liked the system 
of justice," "the way jurors (juries) are selected (chosen) is good," 
"I enjoyed sitting on a case (trial)," or "I was impressed with the 
way the judges told us about the law (trial)," into the category 
called JUDICIAL OR COURT PROCEDURE. Additionally, respon
ses that mentioned a judge or court official, either by name or 
position were categorized as COURT PERSONNEL. Jurors mention
ing they were impressed by the court rooms, court house or jury 
assembly area wero classified as having been impressed by the 
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TABLE 2 

JUROR REACTIONS TO JURY SUMMONS 

First Reaction Subs ample number 
1 % 2 % 3 4 

Honored 1149 49.4 536 28.4 
Pleased 751 32.3 594 31.5 
Reluctant 424 18.2 893 36.7 
Hostile 63 3.3 
D. K.; N. A.* 39 81 
Totals 2363 100.0** 1967 100.0 % % 

Very Pleased 56 27.2 60 28.3 
Pleased 78 37.9 57 26.9 
Displeased 59 28.6 74 34.9 
Very Displeased 13 6.3 21 9.9 
D. K.; N. A. 4 7 
Totals 210 100.0 219 100.0 
·*D. K.; N. A. - Don't know or No answer 

5 6 

% % 

47 23.3 86 16.1 
81 39.9 250 46.8 
46 22.7 140 26.2 
29 14.3 57 10.7 
11 12 

214 100.0 546 100.0 

**Percentages might be slightly less or slightly more than 100.0% due to rounding to the nearest tenth of a percent. 

Reaction 

Honored 
Pleased 
Reluctant 
Hostile 
D. K.; N. A. 
Totals 
Very Pleased 
Pleased 
Displeased 
Very Displeased 
D.K.;N.A. 
Totals 

.... 
~ 

~r"",,::~,:-~ '': .... ~. ~~ -~-~ -', 

1 
804 
751 
424 

384 
2363 

TABLE 3 

JUROR REACTION? IF SUMMONED AGAIN 

Subsample Number 
% 2 % 3 4 

40.6 677 36.0 
37.9 703 37.4 
21.4 436 23.2 

62 3.3 
89 

100.0 1967 100.0 % % 
78 38.0 79 37.3 

.73 35.6 90 42.5 
46 22.4 27 12.7 
8 3.9 16 7.5 
5 7 

210 100.0 219 100.0 

'" 

5 6 

% % 
58 28.0 83 15.7 
86 41.5 252 47.7 
40 19.3 125 23.7 
23 11.1 68 12.9 
7 18 

214 100.Q 546 100.0 

• I 
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PHYSICAL SURROUNDINGS. Those responses indicating that a 
particular juror was impressed with other jurors were simply called 
OTHER JURORS. Finally, we established an OTHER category into 
which responses that were either statistically infrequent or irrele
vant to the spirit of the question (like "nothing impressed me") 
could be plac'ed. , 

For those aspects of jury service which jurors found disappoint
ing, w'e established the following categories. First, if a juror 
mentioned anyone of the judicial or court procedures referred to 
above (including voir dire) we codf"c his response as JUDICIAL OR 
COURT PROCEDURE. Similarly, if responses to this indicator 
singled out judges or other court personnel as disappointing, we 
placed them into the JUDGES OR COURT STAFF category. In ad
dition to these categories, we created three more-PROSECUTORS, 
DEFENSE ATTORNEYS' and OTHER JURORS, all of which refer 
to positions practiced in the Court. A PHYSICAL SURROUNDINGS 
category was also included. Finally, we created an ATTORNEYS IN 
GENERAL class which would include response like "all attorneys are 
interested in is money" and an OTHER category into which statistic
ally infrequent or irrelevant answers might be placed. The sum
maries representing the categorized responses to these two indica
tors are presented in Table 4 and 5. 

Our fourth table shows that the most impressive aspect of jury 
service reported by our samples is JUDICIAL OR COURT PROCED
URE. Further, we see that in all six sub samples this category pre
dominates. But at the same time, we see that generally the size of 
the proportions mentioning this category decreases across the sub
samples (including the One-Day/One-Trial group). This suggests 
that current jurors may be thinking more about their disappoint
ments during service. A look at our next table might therefore shed 
some light upon what jurors dislike about their experience. 

Table 5 reveals that almost without exception the most dis
appointing aspect of jury service is SITTING AND WAITING to 
be either called to a courtroom or waiting through voir dire once 
called there. This finding holds for all subsamples except 3. But if we 
look carefully at this sample we learn that only one juror makes the 
JUDICIAL OR COURT PROCEDURE predominate over the SIT
TING AND WAITING category. Finally, we see that One-Day/One
Trial jurors appear the most concerned about sitting and waiting, 
and we find this fact interesting since as a group they "sit and wait" 
far less than 3D-day jurors. This concern is probably related to the 
fact that the One-Day/One-Trial system places great importance 
on how little time is wasted and as a result our One-Day/One-Trial 
jurors are more easily disappointed about any sitting or waiting. 

Now that we know something about jurors' reactions to being 
called and their feelings should they be summoned again, their dis
appointments as well as those aspects of service that most impressed 
them, we might look at jurors' impressions of the caliber of justice 
in Wayne County courts. In this analysis, we will also enjoy the ad
vantage of examining all six subsamples. But before presenting the 
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tabular summary we should comment on at least one of our created 
categories for this open-ended indicator, namely OTHER. Into this 
category we placed responses that disparaged court personnel, as 
well as statistically infrequent responses. The remaining categories 
will be largely self-explanatory as muy be seen in the following 
Table. 

Table 6 shows that in five subsamples a majority of jurors find 
the caliber of justice in Wayne County FAIR or IMPARTIAL. Just 
as important is the second largest . proportion in the same sub
samples - - namely, that the caliber of justice is perceived at; 
IMPRESSIVE (exceIlent). We see that this is particularly true o[ 
One-Day/One-Trial,Jurors. Interest'ngly enough, however, we see 
that in subsample 1 jurors are reporting that they perceive the 
caliber of justice as either TOO FAST or TOO SLOW, ;l finding that 
wili require more complicated analYSis in a later report by the 
author. 

At this point in the report we have examined responses to all 
attitudinal indicators that remained basically the san::.e over the 
four-year, six-subs ample data collection period. From this point 
forward our tables will reflect only those subsamples I'epresenting 
the surveys that were designed to take account of the fact that the 
pilot project in One-Day/One-Trial jury service would: soon be in
itiated. As a result we will be discussing attitudes that were not 
measured before April, 1975. The first of these analyses looks at 
juror perceptions concerning the length of jury service. Here we 
remind the reader that subsamples 3-5 reflect the attitudes of jurors 
serving for 30 days, whereas subs ample 6 represents One-Day/One
Trial juror attitudes. 

Table 7 indicates that One-Day/One-Trial jurors are far more 
likely to call the length of their service ABOUT RIGHT than are 
30-day jurors. Even though most 30-day jurors are likely to perceive 
the length of their service as about right, the size of the proportion 
among One-Day/One-Trial jurors with this attitude is 81.6%, a figure 
that is decidedly larger than any representing 30-day jurors. What 
is more, only 16.0% of Our One-Day/One-Trial group report their 
service as TOO SHORT, a figure that is actually smaller than the 
comparable figure in subsample 3, and only slightly larger than the 
comparable figure in subsample 4. In short, the shift to the shorter 
jury service seems to have really pleased those whv serve. But, 
we have still another indicator dealing with length of service. Be
ginning with subsample 3 we asked former jurors how long jury 
service "should be." The responses to tiris measure are reported in 
the foUowing table. 

Table 8 reveais en interesting set of percentages. Let us examine 
them very carefully. First, we note that while it is true that in sub
samples 3-5 most 30-clay jurors chose four weeks as appropdate, 
there is a steady decline in the she ,1:; th~ majorities over the re
maining two 30-day subsamples. Our hypiJ~i""~siS is that the press 
releases prior to initiation of the One-Day/One-T,t~{!l program ex-
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plain this decrease in acceptance of the 30-day plan. That is, once 
30-day jurors realized that a shorter tenn of jury. service was soon 
to be a reality, our surveys began registering their discontent with 
the 30-day plan. Corroborating evidence may be found in the fact 
that the percentage of jurors preferring LESS than four weeks 
steadily increases as the proportion preferring four weeks decreases 
across subsamples 3-5 (25.4% vs. 43.1% vs. 61.7%). In contrast, a 
look at the figures in subsample 6 shows that, clearly, far more One
Day/One-Trial jurors see the length of their service as appropriate 
than do their 30-day counterparts. Here, we find almost 60% re
porting One-Day/One-Trial as the preferred length of service, a 
figure that is almost ten times the percentage preferring four weeks. 

But we have still another indicator concerning the length of 
service that is relevant here. We asked our One-Day/One-Trial jurors 
which plan for jury service they thought best. The choices were 
simply the 30-day plan versus One-Day/One-TriaI. The results of a 
tabulation of responses to this question were a resounding majority 
in favor of the One-Day/One-Trial plan. SpeCifically, while only 
9.2% of the One-Day/One-Trial jurors thought 30 days is the best 
length of service, an overwhelming 90.8% chose One-Day/One-Trial. 
What is more, some 9.0% of our sample of One-Day/One-Trial jurors 
actually had served under both plans of jury servi ~e . 

Our closing attitudinal indicators were included only in sub
sample 6. The final revision of the juror survey asked jurors to 
generally report how well court personnel had prepared them for 
service, and specifically, their impressions of the color-slide pre
sentation which' described the duties of a juror. Responses to the 
first of these two indicators are rep'ort~d in the following table. 

Table 9 reveals that the majority of One-Day/One-TriaI jurors 
feel that they had been either WELL PREPARED or EXCELLENT 
LY PREPARED. for jury service. Of the 75.5% chposing·these res
ponses" 51.3 % said they Were WELL PREPARED and the remaining 
24.2% called their preparation EXCELLENT. What is mere, when 
we asked about their impressions of tne slide presentation; we leamed 
that 69.6% said that the slides had EXCELLENTLY prepared 
them, or that the slides had prepared them VERY WELL. In 'fact, as 
Table 10 shows, only 3.4% of subsample 6 (some 12 jurors) felt that 
the slide presentation had POORLY prepared them for service. 

Having examined various attitudes of jurors serving under both 
the 30-day and One-Day/One-Trial jury service plans, we next ask 
what effect the pilot project has had upon the extent to which all our 
jurors represent a good cross section of the Wayne County citizenry. 
In order to shed some light upon this issue we gathered demographic 
infonnation about jurors. Accordingly, the following tables will 
allow a comparison of the distributions of demographic charac
teristics of 30-day and One-Day/One-Trial jurors to comparable 
distributions in Wayne County. 
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The demographic analyses. The basis of our demographic 
analyses is the data collected in the 1970 Census of the Population. 
These data proved to be the most recent for Wayne County as the 
Small Area Mid-dicennial Census was not performed in Wayne 
County during 1975. Thus, while some of the figures for Wayne 
County may have changed slightly. we feel they are adequate for 
our purposes here. 

The measurement of such demographic characteristics as sex. 
education and occupational level varied by the form of the juror 
survey (subsample). Specifically. while we have county-comparable 
data on male-female percentages for all six subsamples. the figures 
for education and occupational level were collected beginning with 
subsample 3 (April, 1975). Our first analysis will deal with the ratio 
of males to females among former Jurors. 

Looking at the distributions for sex in table 11 we learn that 
among 30-day jurors. males were underrepresented and females 
overrepresented. And our figures for One-Day/One-Trial jurors show 
about the same departure from county statistics. Thus, the shift to 
One-Day/One-Trial service seems to have had little effect upon the 
sex distribution of Jurors. 

Sex 

TABLE 11 
MALE-FEMALE DISTRIBUTION 

Wayne County Subsample Number 
% 1-5 % 6 % 

Male 1,291,895 48.4 2024, 43.8 195 42.0 
Female 1,374,856 51.6 2596 56.2 269 58.0 
N. A. 353 82 
=T:-ot:-a71s----:2~,6:::-:6::-=6--:::, 7:::-:51:---::-1:::-:00'-. 0:.-------,,49=-=73 100.0 546 100.0 

The second demographic characteristic and first socioeconomic 
indicator is occupational level. As we look at the results of Table 12, 
two important considerations should be borne in mind. First, it was 
hoped the One-Day/One-Trial system would increase the proportions 
of professionals and executive/managers, since we believed that 
persons holding these kinds of jobs would be less likely to claim 
hardship exemptions under the shorter term of jury service. Second
ly, we should note that public school teachers are classified as pro
fessionals and under the 30-day plan almost always deferred their 
service until the June-August time period. As a result our sample of . , 
30-day jurors (subsamples 3-5) will overrepresent the professional 
category. Let us now examine the occupational data. 

Figures for 30-day jurors show that the unskilled and semi
skilled category is underrepresented in relation to Wayne County 
percentages. The clerical/sales and craftsmen/foremen category, on 
the other hand, is somewhat larger than the comparable proportion 
in Wayne County. Finally. we see that executives. managers and 
professionals were slightly overrepresented given county figures, but 
we should attenuate this figure somewhat given the schoolteacher 
summer deferments mentioned above. In sum. we find that 30-day 
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jurors underrepresent the semi and unskilled laborers category and 
slightly overrepresent clerical and sales workers and craftsmen! 
foremen; while maintaining about the same proportion of executives 
managers and professionals. ' 

The figures for One-Day/One-Trial jurors, however, are hearten
ing. We see that while the semi and unskilled laborer category has 
decreased even more than under 30-day service, the craftsmen/ 
foremen and clerical/sales category has decreased slightly in the 
direction of Wayne County figures. More important is the fact that 
we have enjoyed, as predicted, an almost 4.0% increase in the pro
portion of executives and professionals. In short, the occupational 
level of jurors has shifted in the direction of more executives, 
managers and professionals, while becoming more representative of 
Wayne County among such middle level occupations as clerical! 
sales and craftsmen/foremen. It appears, therefore, that these data 
confirm court officials' impressions that "we are getting a better 
class of juror," if by a "better class" they have reference to the re
latively higher status level occupations. 

Our second and final socioeconomic indicator is education level. 
Table 13 permits a comparison of 30-day and One-Day/One-Trial 
jurors to Wayne County in terms of this characteristic. Here we see 
that while jurors with less than 8 years of schooiing as well as those 
completing 9-12 years were underrepresented among 30-day jurors, 
this group overrepresented both those having 1-3 years of college as 
well as 4 years of college or more. However, as we have already 
noted, this group of 30-day jurors shown in subsamples 4 and 5 cover
ed the summer months. It included many school teachers and ad
ministrators as well as college professors' and -as a result should be 
expected to show a higher than usual proportion of the more highly 
educ:ated. Thus, similar to the occupational analysis, the percentage 
of 30-day jurors having 4 years of college or more must be atten
uated. 

In contrast, the comparable figures for One-Day/One-Trial jurors 
reveal that while still less than representative in some categories, 
most education level figures are improving in the direction of be
coming more representative of Wayne County. An important ex
ception, however, is that we may infer a slight increase in the pro
portIon of those having completed 4 years of college or mOre. 

Conclusions. This analysis has afforded a privileged inside look 
at jurors and their feelings about jury service. We have learned that 
jurors are likely to develop positive attitudes about jury service as 
a result of having served. What is more, we find that once citizens 
become involved in the criminal justice system as jurors, they are 
likely to be most impressed with judicial and court procedures and 
perhaps as a result are more likely to be impressed with the caliber 
of justice in our courts. The conclusion that involvement increases 
positive attitudes about the criminal justice system in general, and 
our courts particularly, seems inescapable. It follDws, then, that a 
major benefit of the shorter term of service is its seven-fold increase 
in citizen partiCipation.' 

1 Circuit Court- figures. 
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The success of the One-Day/One-Trial pilot project is that One
Day/One-Trial jurors approve not only the shorter term of service, 
but also the newly initiated methods of preparing them for service. 
This seems especially true of the dual-slide presentation.. 

In addition to finding what might be called a "happier" juror, we 
have discovered some interesting changes in juror demographics as 
a result of the pilot project. Using the most recently available county 
statistics we have learned that the venires generated under the pilot 
project are in most instances representative of Wayne County. Ad
ditionally, the figures for education level are improving under the 
One-Day/One-Trial system in the direction of becoming more re
presentative of the county. OUT analysis also has shown that 
occupationally the group of One-Day/One~TriaI jurors includes more 
executives, managers and profeSSionals than comparable groups 
serving under the aO-day system. This finding confirms court offi
cials' expectations that the pilot project would improve the quality 
of jurors serving in Circuit Court, since higher' status level occu
pations would be less likely to claim exemptior.s if jury service were 
shortened to only One-Day/One-Trial. Indeed, this writer has learned 
that under the One-Day/One-TriaI system, only 1.6% of potential 
jurors have claimed exemption. Finally, the overrepresentation of 
females under both plans of jury service probably has to do with the 
fact that males predominate among those occupations statutorily 
exempted from jury service. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUR-TIlER RESEARCH 

This descriptive study of the attitudinal and demographic 
characteristics of former jurors is only the beginning. We now have 
a data bank that. when funding permits, will allow us to discover 
more about jurors than has hitherto been known. A look at all of 
the indicators included in the juror survey will easily confirm this 
assertion. We have data on what happens during jury deliberations, 
the "style" that jurors prefer attorneys to employ when presenting 
their cases to juries, what influences juror decisions and much more. 
On behalf of the social science community, this writer would like to 
publicly express his gratitude to the Court and to the funding 
organization for making such a research effort possible. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This Case Study offered an opportunity to review and reflect on 
the One-Day/One-Trial experience in Wayne County. The system 
even within the limitations of outmoded regulations and practices: 
was successful. These recommendations are made from the convic
tion that additional innovations and refinements would generate 
even gree.ter progress. 

Jurisdictions of excessively large and small size have questioned 
the feasibility of the concept for them. We believe that the flexibility 
of the system makes it adaptable to most courts. The logistical con
cerns of larger courts, for example, can be eased by indoctrinating 
new groups of jurors throughout the day; this daily orientation, 
especially if highly organized with audio-visual assistance can be 
accomplished quickly and effortlessly. Usually, existing jury as
sembly areas have sufficient space to accommodate the number of 
jurors called on a day-by-day basis, since holdover jurors report 
directly to the courtrooms. 

Because trial activity is almost always directly proportional to 
population, it is unlikely that smaller counties would so rapidly 
deplete the potential supply of jurors as to cause their frequent re
use. Smaller population not only means .fewer jurors but also less 
trial activity. 

The subject of expense necessarily is of extreme importance to 
every court. A realistic problem is posed if it costs money to save 
money, as budget restrictions may prevent an investment even to 
gain permanent economies. However, there are means for solving this 
dilemma. The largest expenditure pertains to data processing and, 
as was indicated in a previous chapter, much of the necessary pro
gramming completed for the Wayne County project can be adapted 
or modified for use in other courts at a considerably reduced price. 
There is no question that use of a computer is necessary, except 
possibly in the smaller jurisdictions, but purchase of one is not. 
Time-sharing, leasing or rental arrangements do not require sub
stantial down-payments, and the continuing charges could be obtain
ed from the actual savings which definitely result from the One-Dayl 
One-Trial method. Both the Harris County, Texas, Courts and the 
Wayne County, Michigan, Courts have proven that the total jury 
remuneration has decreased through efficient scheduling of jurors 
according to each day's particular needs. 

Lack of funds sufficient to accomplish every objective is no rea
son to forego installation of such a system. EVen though desirable, 
not every improvement need be started simultaneously. For ex
ample, audio-visual equipment would be of great help, but the pro
gram can function without it. In other words, some sophistications 
may have to be financed after savings have accrued. 
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As understandable as the fiscal concerns are, it is almost in
comprehensible to accept the criticism that the One-Day/One-Trial 
term is not as effective because jurors do not become experienced. 
This most illogical argument not only suggests that experienced 
jurors are the more competent but, further, that justice is only 
rendered during the latter portion of a lengthy term after the panel 
has seasoned. Obviously then, litigants during the first part of the 
month would be the unfortunate guinea pigs. Need we emphasize 
that nowhere during the conception of the jury system was it implied 
that an inalienable right was to have a trial by a "veteran" jury of 
peers. At the very least, it can be said that the new plan offers the 
same measure of fairness regardless of whp.n the case is heard. 

Another implication was that the verdicts wei~e not as enlighten~ 
ed and differed drastically from those in the past. An initial limited 
comparison of both (~riminal and civil cases, however, showed only 
mild variances and these could possibly be explained by economic 
inflation or recent high court edicts. In no way do they give any ap~ 
pearance of inferior or outrageous decisions. Further, not one in
stance of a verdict which offended the sensibilities of the trial judge 
was ever reported.' Again, Rarri~ County results over the past five 
years corroborate the conclusion that justice has not suffered due to 
exclusive use of fresh jurors. 

In spite of overcoming such objections, the plan could admitted
ly be even better through the benefit of supportive laws and court 
rules. As was mentioned previously, no such legislation was sought 
prior to the introduction of this system in Wayne County, because 
this project was contemplated as a pilot study. Now that the pro
gram has been adopted here, certain code amendments, which would 
further increase juror efficiency and utilization, have been intro
duced. 

Primarily, statutory exemptions and prohibitions for jury 
service, except for those over 70 years of age and for felons ',,,ho 
have not completed their sentence, are sought to be repealed. With 
this new shortened jury term there no longer is any justification for 
anyone claiming that jury service would pose a hardship or great 
inconvenience. 

Elimination of these exemptions and prohibitions in Texas has 
caused no problems whatsoever for Harris County. By making these 
people who are now in a "privileged" class eligible, two advantages 
would be gained. First, a still wider cross section of the community 
would be available, such as professionals and government leaders. 
Second, more men would be eligible since these exempt categories 
are male dominated. The venire composition could then more truly 
reflect the community demographics. 

In addition, the following improvements are being proposed 
through definitive legislation: 
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1) A clause providing specifically for the option of a term of 
One-Day/One-Trial throughout Michigan. 

2) A provision clearly determining who has the responsibility for 
jutor management under this system. 

3) Adequ~te and clear-cut language allowing for computer use to 
assist in every facet of jury selection and management, in
cluding voir dire seating determinations. 

Furthermore, especially in view of Harris County's five-year 
record of achieving high total juror yield by only a single summons
questionnaire mailing contact, consideration must be given to sub
stantial reduction of the entire qualification process. Because pre
qualification entails considerable effort and expense, apparently 
without any noticeable added results, other jurisdictions are cur
rently modifying or terminating this procedure. Actual experience 
has shown that the presumed purpose of the overly detailed Juror 
Personal History Questionnaire, required in Michigan, has not been 
accomplished; it does not facilitate the voir dire. A good number of 
questions dealing with accidents have no applicability to the vast 
majority of cases, and such information could easily be elicited at 
the voir dire when it is pertinent. Factually, very few attorneys have 
bothered to review these documents prior ''l the trial or at any time. 
Both the monetary t..<>nefits and the sizeable reduction of the tre
mendous paperwork that must be processed well justify a revision 
of existing forms. 

Finally, further advancements are still pDf-sible in the matter of 
juror paychecks. Although weekly checks are an improvement over 
the former practice of twice-monthly payments, under normal con
dition" there still is a delay of seven to fourteen days before chec1{s 
are mailed because they are prepared only once during a seven
day cycle. This lag could be even longer if any problems arise. In 
some instances there is then an additional processing wait for salary 
or wage reimbursement from employers after they have been pro
vided with the stub as verification of service. 

In addition to the inconvenience to the juror, a considerable 
amount of time and expense is also required of the court, because a 
payroll clerk must verify that the amounts payable to each juror are 
correct. 

Both goodwill and efficiency could be improved if jurors' checks 
were produced so that they could be distributed to them at the end 
of each day's service. This frequency is entirely feasible with the 
production capability and speed of a computerized system. The veri
fication process would be greatly simplified because everyone would 
receive only the standard one-day compensation ($15.00 plus round
trip mileage as predetermined by voting precinct). Only those jurors 
who actually reported and acknowledged receipt would be presented 
with a check. Checks for jurors who are scheduled but do not appear 
(average of about six per day) would be voided. This voiding pro
cedure would be much less time-consuming than the demands of 
the current payroll verification method, which involves examining 
the lengthy and unwieldly daily attendance lists. 

At present usage rates the number of checks needed would 
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double but n:o postage funds would be required because they could 
be distributed directly to each juror. The cost of additional checks 
would be offset by the savings from elimination of window envelopes, 
and overall a savings of the postage charges would be realized. 

As the success of the One-Day/One-Trial jury system becomes 
widely known, the demand to institute the method elsewhere will be 
inevitable, if for no other reason than the convenience for the jurors. 
It is not without imperfections, but t.1J.ose associated with the pilot 
project have agreed without reservation that the benefits far out
weigh any defects. It has contributed to much-needed cost and pro
cedural efficiencies in the court and it has caused a dramatic change 

. in citizen attitudes towards the judicial process. 
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Other publications of the Jury Reorganization Project: 

Sequential Plan of Implementation 
of the One-Day jOne-Trial Jury System 

One-Day/One-Trial Jury System Computer Documentation 

Peers, Venires and Juries: 
An Attitudinal Evaluation of the One-Day /One~Trial Pilot Project 
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